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A simple highly adjustable and effective synthesis of aryl imidazole ligand HL namely (2-(1-butyl-4,5diphenyl-1H-imidazole-2-yl) (4-bromophenol) was discussed where it was prepared by cyclo condensation of 5-bromo-2-hydroxybenzaldehyde, benzil and butan-1-amine. Three new Cr(III), Fe(III) and
Cu(II) coordination compounds of aryl imidazole ligand were synthesized. The multi-substituted aryl
imidazole ligand (HL) and its coordination compounds were characterized via a wide range of spectroscopic and analytical tools such as 1H NMR and 13C NMR, infrared (IR) and UVeVis spectrophotometry,
conductivity and magnetic measurements. The crystal and molecular structure of aryl imidazole ligand
HL were discussed by using maXus. The structure of the titled aryl imidazole ligand HL and its metal
coordination compounds were discussed theoretically by using Gaussian 09 program at the B3LYP/
LANL2DZ level of theory. The obtained data showed that the new compounds have 1:1 M ratio (metal:
ligand) and non-electrolytes in nature. The newly prepared [Cr(L)Cl2(H2O)2], [Fe(L)(NO3)2(H2O)2] and
[Cu(L)Cl(H2O)3] coordination compounds have a distorted-octahedral geometry. Density Functional
Theory (DFT) calculations have been carried out to investigate the equilibrium geometry of the ligands
and its coordination compound using Gaussian 09 program at the B3LYP/LANL2DZ level. Moreover, the
new compounds were tested against the selected species of microorganism namely Staphylococcus
aureus (þve), Pseudomonas aeruginosa (-ve), Escherichia coli (-ve) and also against Candida albicans,
Aspergillus ﬂavus and Trichophyton Rubrumin. The result revealed that new compounds showed high
efﬁcacy towards the growth inhibition of the selected pathogenic microorganism. Moreover, the interaction of the new coordination compounds with CT-DNA was studied by absorption spectra, gel electrophoresis and viscosity techniques. The result showed that the interaction of the new coordination
compounds with CT-DNA is an intercalative binding mode. Furthermore, the growth inhibitory effects of
the new compounds were tested against Hep-G2, MCF-7 and HCT-116 cell lines. Moreover, all complexes
exhibited stronger cytotoxicity effect on the outgrowth of different types of carcinoma cells, than their
corresponding imidazole ligand and follow the order: CuL > CrL > FeL > HL.
© 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Aryl imidazoles are an important class of heterocycles
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containing imidazole play an important role in many pharmacological and biological processes [1e4]. Developments in green
chemistry and organometallic catalysis have extended the use of
imidazoles as N-hetero-cyclic carbenes and ionic liquids [5,6]. Coordination compounds of metal increase the biological activity due
to their chelation property with the ligands [7,8]. Imidazole drugs
have an expanded ﬁeld in remedying various arrangements in
clinical medicines. Medicinal properties of imidazole involve
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anticancer, beta-lactamase inhibitors, carboxy-peptidase inhibitors, heme-oxygenase inhibitors, anti-coagulants, anti-inﬂammatory, anti-bacterial, anti-fungal, anti-viral, anti-tubercular, antidiabetic and antimalarial activities [9e13]. A large number of coordination compounds have been studied for their interesting and
vital properties such as signiﬁcant DNA binding ability and anticancer activity, such as, the interaction of Fe(III) and Cu(II) coordination compounds with DNA has been extensively studied in order
to develop novel probes of DNA structure, DNA mediated electron
transfer reactions and to ﬁnd the potential biological and pharmaceutical activity. Their activity depends on the mode and afﬁnity
of the binding with DNA [14e17]. Furthermore, coordinating
compounds of Cu(II) used as cytotoxic agents due to their selective
permeability of cancer cell membranes [18,19]. The present work
aims to synthesize of aryl imidazole ligand and its new Cr(III), Fe(III)
and Cu(II) coordination compounds and to characterize them via
different spectroscopic and theoretical tools. In addition to that, the
anti-microbial bioassays were tested to check their potential activity as new antibiotics and anticancer drugs. The interaction of the
newly synthesized coordination compounds with CT-DNA was
studied and their binding constants were calculated. From this
study, the binding mode of interaction was explained, and the
mechanism was suggested.
2. Experimental
The chemical reagents and instruments used in this work are
given in the supporting information (S1).
All commercially available reagents were bought from Merck,
Aldrich and Fluka. All reactions were checked by thin-layer chromatography (TLC) using percolated plates of silica gel G/UV-254 of
0.25 mm thickness (Merck 60F254) using UV light (254 nm/
365 nm) for visualization. Melting points were measured with a
Kofﬂer melting points apparatus and uncorrected. Infrared spectra
(IR) were recorded with an FT-IR-ALP HBROKER-Platinum-ATR. 1H
NMR and 13C NMR spectra were recorded in DMSO‑d6 or CDCl3 on a
Bruker Bio Spin AG spectrometer at 400 MHz and 100 MHz,
respectively. Elemental analyses were conducted on an elemental
analyzer (PerkinElmer 240c) at the main laboratory of Cairo
University.

131.27, 133.36, 134.35, 143.12, 156.84. Anal. Calc. For C25H23BrN2O:
C, 67.12; H, 5.18; N, 6.26. Found (%): C, 67.07; H, 5.17; N, 6.27.
2.2. Synthesis of the new aryl imidazole coordination compounds
(5 mmol, 2.24 g) of the new prepared aryl imidazole ligand HL
dissolved in (20 ml) absolute ethanol was added to (5 mmol) of the
metal salts in (20 ml) commercial ethanol (CrCl3.6H2O,
Fe(NO3)3.9H2O and CuCl2.2H2O) (1.33 g, 2.02 g, 0.85 g), respectively
in separate ﬂasks. Then, the reaction mixtures were subjected to
continuous stirring under reﬂux at 70  C for 1 h. The reaction
mixtures were ﬁltered to get the different solid products which
were crystallized from ethanol to obtain the pure products simply
by recrystallization from ethanol (cf. Scheme 1).
[Cr(L)Cl2(H2O)2]:FT-IR (KBr, cm1): 3394 (OH) phenolic,
3071e3048 (CeH) aromatic, 2962e2871 (CeH) aliphatic, 1591
(C]N), 556 (M  O), 439 (M  N).
[Fe(L)(NO3)2(H2O)2] FT-IR (KBr, cm1): 3409 (OH) phenolic,
3071e3048 (CeH) aromatic, 2962e2871 (CeH) aliphatic, 1602
(C]N), 567 (M  O), 474 (M  N).
[Cu(L)Cl(H2O)3]: FT-IR (KBr, cm1): 3426 (OH) phenolic,
3071e3048 (CeH) aromatic, 2962e2871 (CeH) aliphatic, 1592
(C]N), 519 (M  O), 439 (M  N).
The reported yield, melting point and other physical data of
ligand and of coordination compounds were listed in Table 3.
2.3. Estimation of the stoichiometry of the coordination compounds
The estimations of stoichiometry were calculated from the
molar ratio and continuous variation methods [20,21]. The mixtures from metals salts and ligand were stirred and allowed to
equilibrate. The measured absorbance for each mixture at lmax was
plotted against the mole fraction of the ligand or the mole fraction
of metal ion. The formation constants (Kf) of the compounds were
obtained from spectrophotometric measurements according to the
following relation [20,21]:

 
A
Am

Kf ¼

(1)

 2
1

A
Am

C

2.1. Synthesis of the new aryl imidazole ligand HL
General procedure for the synthesis of the ionic liquid (piperidinium hydrogen sulphate (PHS), (4.02 g, 0.02 mol) of the aromatic
aldehyde (5-bromo-2-hydroxybenzaldehyde), (4.20 g, 0.02 mol) of
benzil, (1.54 g, 0.02 mol) of ammonium acetate and (1.46 g,
0.02 mol) of aliphatic amine (Butan-1-amine) were added to (0.5 g,
2.7 mmol) of pyrrolidinium hydrogen sulphate (as green solvent
and catalyst). The reaction mixture was stirred for 30e50 min. The
reaction mixture was poured into distilled water and ﬁltered. The
solid product was crystallized from ethanol to afford pure products.
The pure product was obtained without using any chromatographic
techniques, simply by recrystallization from ethanol.
For HL ligand: Color: yellow; M. p. 155  C; yield 95%; FT-IR (KBr,
1
cm ): 3420 (OH) phenolic, 3071e3048 (CeH) aromatic,
2962e2871 (CeH) aliphatic, 1600 (C]N). 1HNMR (CDCl3-d/D2O,
400 MHz): d, 0.84 (t, 3H, CH3CH2CH2CH2N), 1.24 (m, 2H,
CH3CH2CH2CH2N), 1.65 (m, 2H, CH3CH2CH2CH2N), 4.04 (t, 2H,
CH3CH2CH2CH2N), 7.05e7.71 (m, 13H, AreH), 12.89 (s. br, 1H,
C6H3OH), 13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3-d/D2O): d ¼ 13.18, 19.48, 32.07,
45.48, 110.37, 119.74, 126.77,127.35, 128.35, 129.33, 129.60,130.15,

where Am is maximum absorbance for each the coordination
compounds, A is arbitrarily selected from the values of absorbance
on either side of the absorbance peak, and C is the metal concentration. Also, the free energy change of the coordination compound
was estimated using the following relation [20,21]:

DGs ¼  RTlnKf

(2)

2.4. Kinetic studies of prepared coordination compounds
The decomposition and thermal dehydration of the coordination compounds were studied kinetically using the integral method
applying the CoatseRedfern method. Moreover, the thermodynamic activation parameters of degradation steps of dehydrated
complexes, namely energy of activation (E), frequency factor (A),
enthalpy of activation (DH), entropy of activation (DS) and free
energy change of the decomposition (DG), were evaluated from
TGA data graphically utilizing the CoatseRedfern relation form
following equation [22e24]:
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Scheme 1. Synthesis the aryl imidazole ligand HL and its CrL, FeL and CuL compounds.
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where W∞ is the mass loss after the decomposition reaction, W is
the cluster loss up to temperature T, R is the general gas constant
and f is the heating rate. Since 1  2RT/E* z 1, a plot of the lefthand side of Eq. (1) against 1/T would give a straight line.
E* was calculated from the slope and the Arrhenius constant, A,
was determined from the graph intercept. The other kinetic parameters, namely the entropy of activation (DS*), enthalpy of activation (DH*) and free energy change of activation (DG*), were
calculated using the following equations:

(4)


DSs ¼ 2:303R log Ah=k T
b



DGs ¼ DH s  T DS

(5)

(6)

where Kb is Boltzmann's constant and h is Planck's constant.

2.5. Crystallographic study of the new HL ligand
Suitable crystals were selected and mounted on glass ﬁber and
data collection was completed for HL on a Bruker APEX
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diffractometer with a CCD detector. The structure was solved using
maXus program [25]. Crystal data are tabulated below, and full
crystallographic tables can be found in the supplementary
information.

C25H23BrN2OMr ¼ 447.35
Monoclinic
C2/c a ¼ 25.0784 (9)Å
b ¼ 8.9263 (3)Å
c ¼ 20.4607 (11)Å
a ¼ 90.00
b ¼ 110.5387 (14)
g ¼ 90.00

V ¼ 4289.1 (3)Å3
Z¼8
Dx ¼ 1.386 mg. m3
Mo Ka radiation
l ¼ 0.71073
m ¼ 1.935
T ¼ 298 K
Cube yellow
Crystal source: Local laboratory

2.6. Powder XRD patterns
XRD patterns were conducted on PerkinElmer D8 advance,
Bruker, Germany, using CuKa1 radiations (1.54060 Å). The operating conditions at the anode are at 30 kV and 15 mA the 2q angles
were measured between 5 and 60 at the rate of 0.02 /min.
2.7. DFT calculation
Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations have been carried
out to investigate the equilibrium geometry of the ligands and
coordination compounds using Gaussian 09 program at the B3LYP/
LANL2DZ level of theory for the ligand and its coordination compounds [29,30].For the modeling of the ligand the conﬁguration in
the experimentally known molecular crystal determined by x-ray,
cif ﬁle, is used as a starting point for theoretical calculations. For the
coordination compounds, different conﬁgurations and compositions of coordination's spheres are used and the conﬁgurations
with the lowest total energy were chosen. Theoretical IR spectra
were computed at the same level of the theory to conﬁrm the
absence of imaginary frequencies.
2.8. Antimicrobial bioassay
The titled compounds were screened against the selected species of bacteria namely Staphylococcus aureus (þve), Pseudomonas
aeruginosa (-ve) and Escherichia coli (-ve)) using agar well dilution
method. They were also studied against selected species of fungi
namely Candida albicans, Aspergillus ﬂavus and Trichophyton
Rubrumin in the well diffusion methods [29e31].The synthesized
compounds were dissolved with concentrations 10 and 25 mg ml1
in DMSO. Nutrient agar and potato dextrose agar were prepared,
then sterilized in an autoclave, poured in sterile Petri plates,
separately and left to cool. Then the studied bacteria and fungi
strains were grown on nutrient agar and potato dextrose agar,
respectively. After that, the sterile Paper discs of Whatman saturated with the solution of the prepared compounds were placed in
the agar using a sterile crook borer for working holes. They were
incubated for 24 h at 37  C for bacteria strains and 72 h at 35  C for
fungi strains. For comparison, the tetracycline drug (standard
antibacterial) and ﬂuconazole (standard antifungal) were tested
under the same conditions. The inhibition zone around each sample of free ligand, metal salt and the coordination compounds were
done in triplicates for each species of bacteria and fungi.
2.9. CT-DNA binding of the new coordination compounds
CT-DNA was dissolved in TriseHCl buffer with concentration
60 mM in pH ¼ 7.2 and stored at 4  C. The prepared coordination
compounds were dissolved in acetonitrile solvent.

2.9.1. Electronic spectra
Electronic spectra experiments were carried out with ﬁxing
coordination compounds concentrations and changing the CT-DNA
concentration in the interaction medium. From the electronic
spectra data, the intrinsic binding constant (Kb) was calculated
according to the following relation [29e32]:

.

½DNA ε  ε ¼ ½DNA 
a
f

1
εb  εf

þ

1
1
h
i
Kb
εb  εf

(7)

where [DNA] is the molar CT-DNA concentration and base pairs εf,
εa and εb are the extinction coefﬁcients of free, apparent and fully
bound coordination compound, respectively. The standard Gibbs
free energy ( DGs
b ) was determined from the following equation
[29e32]:

DGs
b ¼  RT linKb

(8)

2.9.2. Viscosity measurements
Oswald micro-viscometer was used to determine the viscosity
of CT-DNA with the newly prepared coordination compounds. With
maintaining the concentration of CT-DNA constant (400 m M), the
ﬂuidity times were registered for different concentrations of the
new coordination compounds (0e250 m M). ho is the relative viscosities for the CT-DNA with newly prepared coordination compounds and determined from the following relation [29e32]:


h ¼ ðt  t Þ=t 

(9)

2.9.3. Gel electrophoresis
The gel electrophoresis is used as a method for studying the
binding coordination compounds with DNA. The coordination
compound added to CT-DNA in equal volume and incubated at
37  C for 1 h. After that, the mixtures were mixed with DNA Loading
Dye at a 1:1 M ratio and then loaded onto the wells gel (1%) in TBE
buffer. Then a constant voltage (100 V) was applied for 60 min.
Finally, the gel has been imagined under UV light using the transilluminator. Panasonic DMC-LZ5 Lumix DNA gel documentation is
used for photographing the illuminated gel [29e31].
2.10. Anticancer activity
The prepared compounds were screened for their anticancer
efﬁcacy against Hep-G2 cell line, MCF-7 cell line and HCT-116 cell
line at Cairo University, Cancer Biology Department and the National Cancer Institute. The absorbance was estimated with an
ELISA microplate reader (S960, Meter Tech, USA) at 564 nm. Firstly,
in a 96-multiwell plate, Cells were placed (104 cells per well) at
37  C for 24 h. Secondly, different concentrations of the new compounds (0e10 mM) were added to this plat and then incubated at
37  C for 48 h in an atmosphere of 5% CO2. Then it was ﬁxed, rinsed
and stained with sulforhodamine B stain. Acetic acid is used to
remove excess stain and then this plate was treated with TriseEDTA
buffer. The inhibition concentration percent (IC50%) was calculated
from the following equation [29e31]:

IC50 ð%Þ ¼

control OD  compound OD
 100
control OD

(10)
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3. Results and discussion
3.1. Elemental analyses and electrical conductivity measurements
All the prepared coordination compounds are solid, stable at
room temperature and variegated. The elemental analyses results
suggested that the aryl imidazole ligand HL acts as a bidentate
ligand and coordinates to Cr(III), Fe(III) and Cu(II) ions in 1:1 M ratio
to form the compounds [Cr(L)Cl2(H2O)2], [Fe(L)(NO3)2(H2O)2] and
[Cu(L)Cl(H2O)3], respectively (cf. Table 3). The molar conductance of
all prepared compounds was measured for 1  103 mol L1 at
room temperature in DMF as a solvent and these values within the
range 6.71e9.37 U1 cm2 mol1 which evidences their non-electrolytic behavior (cf. Table 3) [26e31]. Moreover, the Kohlrausch
curves for the new compounds were plotted to study their electrochemical behavior (cf. Fig. S1). The variation in conductivity
values for different concentration of the prepared compounds
could be ascribed to the polarization of the compounds and ligands
exchange in solution and partial electrolytic character of DMF
solution.
3.2. Infrared spectroscopy
The IR characteristic frequencies for the aryl imidazole ligand HL
and its coordination compounds were listed in Table 1 and showed
in Fig. 1. The appearance of bands characteristic for eOH and eC]N
groups are special and show proof regarding the ligand structure
and its bonding with different metals. The IR spectrum of the ligand
HL shows bands in the region 3420 and 1600 cm1 indicating to
eOH and eC]N groups, respectively. Upon coordination, the
disappearance of eOH group band was observed which could be
Table 1
Characteristic IR bands (cm1) of the aryl imidazole ligand HL and its coordination
compounds.
Compounds

y(OH)/H2O

y(C]N)

y (CeO)

y (M  O)

y (M  N)

HL
CrL
FeL
CuL

3420
3394
3409
3426

1600
1592
1612
1602

1253
1255
1252
1254

e
556
557
519

e
439
474
439

5

referred to as the participation of eOH group in coordination
compound formation and this is further supported by the appearance M  O new band in IR spectra of all coordination compounds
[30]. Also, the change of eC]N band position indicates that eC]N
group coordinate with different metal ions to form coordination
compounds. This is supported by the appearance of a new M  N
band in the IR spectra of the new coordination compounds (cf.
Figs. 1, S2 and S3). The newly prepared coordination compounds
also have coordinated water molecules which were proven by the
appearance of bands in the region 3394-3426 cm1and further
conﬁrmed from thermal analysis results.

3.3.

1

H NMR and

13

C NMR spectra

In the 1H NMR spectrum of HL ligand (cf. Fig. S4), a signal of OH
proton appears at 12.89 ppm. The aliphatic protons resonate in the
region 0.84e4.04 ppm. In addition to that, the aromatic protons
appear in the region 7.05e7.71 ppm. The 13C NMR spectrum (cf.
Fig. S5), eC]N group shows a singlet signal at 156.84 MHz. The
aliphatic signals appeared at 13.18, 19.48, 32.07, 45.48 which are
corresponding to (CH3eCH2eCH2eCH2eN), and the aromatic rings
appear in the region 110.17e143.12 MHz, respectively.

3.4. Electronic spectroscopy
The electronic spectra have assured the stereochemistry of
metal ions in the coordination compounds structure based on the
sites and number of ded transition peaks [29e32]. The values of the
molar absorptivity (ε max) and the maximum absorption wavelength (lmax) are recorded in Table 2 and displayed in Fig. 2. The
electronic spectra of aryl imidazole ligand and its coordination
compounds are showed in the wavelength range 200e800 nm and
at 298 K n / p* transition of the ligand HL appears around
lmax ¼ 270 nm. Charge transfer within the aryl imidazole ligand HL
to the metal ion appears around lmax ¼ 288, 355 and 291 nm in the
absorption bands of CrL, CuL and FeL, respectively. d / d transitions in the structure of CrL, CuL, and FeL appear in the region
439e474 nm.

Fig. 1. IR spectrum of the ligand HL and its CrL coordination compound.
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Table 2
The electronic spectral parameters at l max (nm) of the ligand HL and its coordination compounds in acetonitrile.
v

Concentration/mol L1

p/p*

n/p*

Intra ligand band

LMCT band

d-d band

HL

1 Х 103

239

288

e

e

CrL
FeL
CuL

1 Х 103
1 Х 103
1 Х 103

239
239
239
251

251
270
252
e
270

270
287
290

288
291
355

437
415
421

Table 3
Physical, analytical data, formation constant values (Kf), the stability constant (pK) and Gibbs free energy (DGs) for of the ligand HL and its prepared compounds.
Yield
(%)

Molecular
weight

M.p.
( C)

Lm (U-1cm2 meff (B. M) Analysis (%)
Found (calc.)
Mol1)

yellow

95

447

155

e

e

CrL (C25H30N2O5BrCl2Cr)

Green

68

641

220

7.53

3.12

FeL (C25H27N4O9$5BrFe)

Red

67

671

180

9.37

2.89

CuL (C25H30N2O5BrClCu)

DarkGreen 70

617

170

6.71

1.74

Compound (Molecular
formula)

Color

HL (C25H23BrN2O)

Type Kf  106 pK

C

H

N

67.07
(67.12)
46.71
(46.80)
44.73
(44.65)
48.70
(48.62)

5.17
(5.18)
4.61
(4.68)
3.95
(4.02)
4.80
(4.86)

6.27
(6.26)
4.41
(4.36)
8.40
(8.33)
4.60
(4.53)

DG*
(kJ mol1)

1:1

13.3

16.4 40.6

1:1

19.0

16.8 41.6

1:1

11.5

16.3 40.4

Fig. 3. XRD powder pattern of [Cu(L)Cl(H2O)3] coordination compound.
Fig. 2. Electronic spectra of the synthesized aryl imidazole ligand and its coordinationcompounds in acetonitrile with concentration 103 M at 298 K.

3.5. Powder XRD of the prepared compounds
XRD diffraction pattern for the prepared coordination compounds, together with the corresponding ligand are graphically
presented in Fig. S6. Here, we focus only on presenting the XRD
patterns obtained for the coordination compound (CuL). The particle size of the sample is estimated using Scherrer's formula. According to Scherrer's equation, the particle size is given by t ¼ 0.9 l/
B cosq, where t is the crystal thickness (in nm), B is half-width (in
radians),q is the Bragg angle and l is the wavelength. The particle
size corresponding to each diffraction maxima is determined from
the measurement of the half-width of the diffraction peak. The
particle size was found to be 52 nm for the complex. The XRD
pattern is indicative of the crystalline nature of the CuL compound
which is conﬁrmed by the main peaks positioned. X-ray analysis
reveals that the sample is monoclinic in phase as shown in Fig. 3.

3.6. Spectrophotometric determination of the stoichiometry of the
new coordination compounds
3.6.1. Continuous variations and molar ratio methods
Continuous variation and molar ratio are methods used for
estimating the stoichiometry of the coordination compounds
[33e36].The continuous variation curve displays absorbance
maximum at mole fraction X ligand ¼ 0.48e0.51and this indicated
that the prepared coordination compounds are presented in (1:1)
metal: ligand (cf. Fig. S7). The molar ratio curves conﬁrm the obtained results from continuous variation curves (cf. Fig. S8). The
obtained Kf values indicated that the titled coordination compounds have high stability (cf. Table 3). The reaction is spontaneous
and favored as showing from the negative values of Gibbs free
energy [29e31].
3.7. Magnetic measurements
The magnetic susceptibility measurements give information
considering the geometric structure of the compounds. The
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recorded magnetic moments of the prepared coordination compounds are generally diagnostic of the coordination geometry
around the metal ion (cf. Table 3). Magnetic susceptibility measurements indicated that the prepared compounds CrL, FeL and CuL
are paramagnetic and have distorted octahedral geometries
[29,32].

3.8. Thermal gravimetric analysis
Thermal gravimetric analysis was used to evaluate the thermal
stability of the coordination compounds and conﬁrm the existence
of hydrated and coordinated water molecules in the structure of the
coordination compounds [30]. In the case of CrL compound, the
thermogram shows ﬁve degradation steps within the temperature
range 30e605  C (cf. Table S1)(see Scheme 2). The ﬁrst stage at
30e110  C assigns to the loss of two hydrated water molecules. The
second step at 115e205  C assigns to the loss of two coordinated
water molecules. The third stage at 205e360  C assigns to the loss
of Cl ions. The fourth stage at 362e480  C refers to the loss C6H3Br
molecule. The ﬁfth stage at 481e605  C assigns to the loss C19H19N2
molecule to give 1/2 Cr2O3 as a residue. In FeL compound, the
thermal analysis curve displays four degradation steps within the
temperature range of 37e615  C (cf. Table S1). The ﬁrst weight loss
at the range 37e200  C corresponds to the removal of one hydrated
and two coordinated water molecules. The second step at
200e380  C and could be assigned to the removal of 2NO3 groups.
The third step occurred at a temperature range 380e480  C and
could be referred to as the loss C6H3Br fragment of the ligand. The
fourth weight loss was displayed at the range 480e615  C and
assigned to the loss C19H19N2 fragment. The ﬁnal remaining residue
was 1/2 Fe2O3. In CuL, the thermogram shows ﬁve degradation
steps within the temperature range 35e610  C to give CuO as the
ﬁnal product [36,37]. (cf. Table S1). The released organic molecules
(e.g. C6H3Br moiety) for the prepared compounds were proven by
IR spectra, the coordination compounds were heated until 350  C
and measured ex-situ at room temperature.
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3.8.1. Kinetic parameter for TGA of the new coordination
compounds
The energy of activation (E±), Arrhenius constant (A), the entropy of activation (DS±), the enthalpy of activation (H±) and the
free energy change (DG±) were recorded in Table S1. The DS± values
are negative indicating that the coordination compounds are more
activate than the ligand and so the degradation processes are unfavorable [38]. The H± values are positive indicating that degradation processes are exothermic. It is indicated that G± values increase
with increasing temperature [39]. There is a direct relation between
ðEs Þ and (A) for the obtained coordination compounds. The relative
low values of (A) showed that the nature of the pyrolysis reaction is
slow. The greater positive values of ðEs Þ showed that the processes involve translational, vibrational states and changes in mechanical potential energy for the prepared coordination compound
[40].
3.9. Stability range of the coordination compounds
The pH curves show a high stability range of pH (5e11) of the
synthesized coordination compounds (Fig. S9). The synthesized
coordination compounds are more stable than their ligand HL [41].
3.10. Crystal and molecular structure
Crystals of the aryl imidazole ligand HL suitable for X-ray
diffraction were grown from slow evaporation of ethanol. The free
base crystallizes in the monoclinic C2/c space group. Fig. 4a and b
shows the ORTEP diagram with the atomic numbering scheme and
close packing structure for HL aryl imidazole ligand. Selected bond
lengths (Å) and angles ( ) for HL are listed in Table S2. The unit cell
contains eight molecules per unit cell with intermolecular
hydrogen bonds between OeH and N2, where N2 …. H is longer in
x-ray data than those obtained out of DFT calculations. The bond
lengths and angles of ligand (HL) obtained from x-ray results and
DFT calculations are compared very well (Table S2).

Scheme 2. Thermal degradation steps of CrL compound.
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the coordinated atoms are Cr (þ1.013), O1 (0.622), N2 (0.211),
O2 (0.863), O3 (0.915), Cl1 (0.557) and Cl2 (0.542) (Fig. S11).
3.11.3. Molecular modeling of [Fe(L)(NO3)2(H2O)2]
Fig. S12 shows the optimized structures of the coordination
compound [Fe(L)(NO3)2(H2O)2] as the most stable conﬁgurations.
The iron atom is six-coordinate in a distorted-octahedral geometry,
the bond angles ranging from 80.41 to 96.01 (cf. Table S4). The
iron atom is six-coordinate in a distorted-octahedral geometry with
O4 and O5 of water molecules are in axial position and atoms N1,
O1, O2 and O3 are exactly in one plane. The water molecule
H23eO4eH24 makes two H-bonds with O6 and O9 of nitrate
groups, consequently, longer bond lengths of O4eH23 (1.004 Å)
and O4eH23 (1.001 Å) compared to O5eH25 (0.982 Å) and
O5eH26 (0.984 Å), Table S4. The Chelpg charges, obtained from a
method developed by Breneman and Wiberg, on the coordinated
atoms are Fe (þ1.334), O1 (0.632), N2 (0.308), O2 (0.660), O3
(0.692), O4 (1.081) and O5 (1.036) (Fig. S12).

Fig. 4. a: ORTEP structure of Ligand HL showing 50% probability ellipsoids. b. Unit cell
drawing of Ligand (HL), showing eight molecules per unit cell.

3.11. Molecular DFT calculations
3.11.1. Molecular DFT calculation of ligand HL
Fig. S10 shows the optimized structures of HL as the lowest
energy conﬁgurations. The Chelpg charges obtained from a method
developed by Breneman and Wiberg show that the more negative
active sites are in order O1 (0.728) > N2 (0.555) > N1 (0.265).
This indicated that the metal ions prefer bidentate coordination to
O1 and N2 forming a 5-membered ring.
3.11.2. Molecular DFT calculation of [Cr(L)Cl2(H2O)2]
Fig. S11 shows the optimized structures of the coordination
compound [Cr(L)Cl2(H2O)2] as the lowest energy conﬁgurations.
The chromium atom is six-coordinate in a distorted-octahedral
geometry with O2 and O3 of water molecules are in axial position and atoms O1, N2, Cl2 and Cl1 are almost in one plane deviated
by 0.479 . The bite angle O1eCreN2 (83.81 ) is lower than 90 due
to chelation. The bond angles in the octahedral geometry are
ranging from 82.73 to 101.9 (cf. Table S3). The Chelpg charges,
obtained from a method developed by Breneman and Wiberg, on

3.11.4. Molecular DFT calculation of [Cu(L)Cl(H2O)3]
Figs. S13ea shows the optimized structures of the coordination
compound [Cu(L)Cl(H2O)3] as the lowest energy conﬁgurations. The
copper atom is six-coordinate in a distorted-octahedral geometry
with O3 and O4 of water molecules are in axial position. The
dihedral angle of atoms in the plane O1, O3, O2 and O4 is 0.141,
indicates that these atoms are almost in one plane. The bond angles
in the octahedral geometry are ranging from 73.42 to 102.1
(Table S5). The Chelpg charges, obtained from a method developed
by Breneman and Wiberg, on the coordinated atoms are Cu
(þ1.047), O1 (0.768), N2 (0.324), O2 (0.910), O3 (0.891), O4
(1.045) and Cl (0.624).
Figs. S13eb shows the optimized structures of the four possible
isomers of coordination compound [Cu(L)Cl(H2O)3] as the lowest
energy conﬁgurations. The total energy of structure (I), 1604.128
Hartree ¼ 4211637.7 kJ/mol < structure (II), 1604.116 Hartree ¼ 4211606.2 kJ/mol < structure
(III),
1604.078
Hartree ¼ 4211506.4 kJ/mol < structure
(IV)
1604.055
Hartree ¼ 4211446.0 kJ/mol). The structure I, is more negative by
31.5 kJ/mol than Structure II. So, the total energy in the case of
structure I (where the chorine atom is trans to N2 has the lowest
energy of the four possible isomers (Figs. S13eb).
Similar results were obtained for Cr(III) and Fe(III) coordination
compounds, where six possible isomers for each case, (Fig. S11-b
and S12-b). In the case of [Cr(L)Cl2(H2O)2] structure, I with two
water molecules coordinated trans is the most stable lowest energy
structure (Figs. S11eb). In the case of [Fe(L)(NO3)2(H2O)2] structure,
I with two water molecules coordinated trans is the most stable
lowest energy structure (Figs. S12eb).
The computed total energy, the highest occupied molecular
orbital (HOMO) energies, the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
(LUMO) energies and the dipole moments for the ligands and coordination compounds were listed in Table S6. The more negative
values of the total energy of the coordination compound than those
of free ligands indicate that the coordination compounds are more
stable than the free ligands. Also, the energy gaps (Eg) ¼ ELUMO EHOMO are smaller in the case of coordination compound than that
of ligand due to the chelation of ligand to metal ions. The polarity of
the coordination compounds is much larger than the free ligand (cf.
Table S6).
3.12. Antimicrobial bioassay
The principal aim of any antimicrobial compound is to inhibit
microbial activity without any side effects to patients. Overall, this
activity is enhanced by complexing with metal, but it is also
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inﬂuenced by its nature and coordination mode. The biological
activity of the metal compounds depends on the following factors:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

The
The
The
The
The
The

chelate effect of the ligands.
total charge on the complex ion.
nature of the donor atoms.
nature of the counter ions that neutralize the complex.
nature of the metal ion.
geometrical structure of the complex.

The increased activity of the metal chelates can be explained
based on chelation theory [42e44]. According to the concept of cell
permeability, the lipid membrane surrounding a cell favors the
passage of only lipid-soluble materials since lipid solubility is
considered to be an important factor that controls antimicrobial
activity. On chelation, the polarity of the metal ion will be reduced
to a greater extent due to the partial sharing of the positive charge
of metal ions with donor groups and the overlap of the ligand
orbital. Furthermore, it increases the delocalization of the electrons
over the whole chelate ring and enhances the lipophilicity of the
complex. This increased lipophilicity enhances the penetration of
the complexes into the lipid membrane which can then block the
metal-binding sites on enzymes of microorganisms. These metal
complexes also disturb the respiration process of the cell and thus
block the synthesis of proteins, which restricts further growth of
the organism. The variation in the activity of different coordination
compounds against different organisms depends either on the
impermeability of microbe cells or difference in microbe
ribosomes.
The aryl imidazole compounds involve three different metals,
chrome, iron and copper, having NO coordination. The aryl imidazole ligand and its coordination compounds were screened for
antimicrobial activity in DMSO solvent as a control substance.
Furthermore, the antibacterial activity of these compounds was
also compared with that of commercial antibiotics, namely tetracycline, and the antifungal activity was compared with that of
ﬂuconazole. All the synthesized compounds exhibited varying degrees of inhibitory effects on the growth of different test strains. In
general, the coordination compounds are more potent bactericides
than the ligand and its metal salts. The antibacterial screening results exhibited marked enhancement of activity in coordination
with the metal ions against test bacterial strains. It has also been
suggested that ligands with nitrogen and oxygen donor systems
might inhibit enzyme production since the enzymes which require
these groups for their activity appear to be especially susceptible to
deactivation by the metal ions upon chelation [45]. So the
enhanced activities of the metal chelates compared to the free
ligand may be attributed to the increase in the number of oxygen
groups around the central metal atom arising from chelation, and
hence the central metal atom was not only responsible for biological activity because some metal chelates can enhance activity and
others can reduce activity with respect to the parent ligand [46].
The orbital of each metal ion is made to overlap with the ligand
orbital. Increased activity enhances the lipophilicity of complexes
due to the delocalization of p - electrons in the chelate ring [47]. In
some cases increased lipophilicity leads to the breakdown of the
permeability barrier of the cell [42,48e51]. The antibacterial and
antifungal activity of HL, its compounds and the metal salts were
studied against different bacterial strains namely Escherichia coli
(-ve), Staphylococcus aureus (þve) and Pseudomonas aeruginosa
(-ve) and also against fungi strains namely Candida albicans,
Aspergillus ﬂavus and Trichophyton Rubrumin [23e26]. The results
are summarized in Tables S7 and S8 and shown in Fig. 5, S14 and
S15.
The potency index of the titled imidazole ligand HL, metal salts
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and its coordination compounds were calculated according to the
following relation [29e31]:

Activity index ¼

Inhibition zone of compound ðmmÞ
Inhibition zone of the standard drug ðmmÞ

 100
(11)
Minimum inhibition concentrations (MIC) values of the studied
imidazole ligand HL and its coordination compounds against
selected microorganisms are listed in Table S10. The antimicrobial
screening data show that the newly prepared coordination compounds have a greater inhibitory effect than the free ligand and the
metal salts (cf. Table S9). From the obtained results it is clear that
the biocidal activity of the new compounds against gram-positive
and gram-negative bacteria follow the order: Tetracycline > CuL > CrL > FeL > HL. On comparing the biological activity of
the new compounds with those in literature [54e56], we found
that the prepared coordination compounds are more active than
those shown in Table S11.
3.13. CT-DNA binding assay of the new coordination compounds
The interaction of metal complexes with DNA is essential to the
development of anticancer drugs [58].
3.13.1. Electronic spectroscopy of the CT-DNA binding
Electronic spectroscopy is a method to study the binding metals
coordination compound with CT-DNA [28e32]. The absorption
spectra of interaction the titled coordination compounds with CTDNA are displayed in Figs. S16, S17 and S18. The curves indicated
that there is a signiﬁcant hypochromic red-shift peak in the electronic spectra of the prepared coordination compound so the
interaction mode is intercalation [28e31,52,53]. This is due to the
strong p/ p* transition which occurred after the stacking interaction between the aromatic chromophore imidazole ligand of the
coordination compound and the base pairs of CT-DNA. The spectroscopic parameters and Kb for the interaction of the synthesized
coordination compound with CT-DNA are recorded in Table S12.
The order of titled coordination compounds according to the Kb
values is CuL < CrL < FeL (cf. Figs. S19eS21).
3.13.2. Viscosity measurements
Viscosity, which is very sensitive to molecular length increase, is
considered as one of the least ambiguous and most critical tests for
exploring the bonding mode of coordination compounds with DNA
[28e31,57,58]. Viscosity measurements were used to further
elucidate the nature of the interactions between the coordination
compounds and DNA. A classical intercalator causes a signiﬁcant
increase in the viscosity of DNA solution due to increased separation of the base pairs increasing overall DNA length, whereas partial
or non-classical intercalation of coordination compounds may bend
the DNA helix, resulting in a decrease in its effective length and a
concomitant decrease in viscosity. The effects of the aryl imidazole
coordination compounds on the viscosity of DNA solutions are
shown in Fig. S22. As seen, the relative viscosity of DNA is increased
in the presence of coordination compounds CrL, FeL and CuL relative to ethidium bromide, indicating intercalative binding mode
[28e31,59e61]. These viscosity results are consistent with the
spectroscopic results discussed above.
3.13.3. Gel electrophoresis
The gel electrophoresis technique is used to investigate the
binding of the new compounds with DNA Gel electrophoresis pictures are shown in Fig. S23. The photograph compares the bands
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Fig. 5. Graph showing the comparative a) antibacterial b) antifungal bioassay of the aryl imidazole Ligand HL, metal salts and the new compounds at concentration of 25 mg ml1.

with different bandwidths and brightness tithe control. The diversity in DNAecleavage efﬁciency of the new coordination compounds was attributed to their difference in the binding ability to
DNA. It was concluded that when the coordination compounds
cleaved DNA, the pathogenic growth was arrested through the
destruction of the genome of the organism [62].
3.14. Anticancer activity
Metal-based anticancer drug discovery is one of the advanced
areas of pharmaceutical research. The anticancer activity of the
prepared aryl imidazole ligand HL and its Cr(III), Fe(III) and Cu(II)
coordination compounds was determined against breast carcinoma
(MCF-7 cell line), human hepatic cellular carcinoma (HepG-2) and
colon carcinoma (HCT-116) cell line using vinblastine as a reference
drug control (cf. Table S13 and Fig. 6).
The IC50 (the concentration of the compound in mg/ml that inhibits proliferation of the cells by 50% as compared to the untreated
control cells) values of the new compounds against human breast
cancer cell lines were ranged from 10.5 to 40.24 mg/ml. The IC50
value of CuL compound is 10.5 mg/ml towards human breast cancer
cell lines (MCF-7), while the standard drug vinblastine exhibited
with IC50 value 5.71 mg/ml. The tested compounds were also
exhibited good anticancer activity against hepatocellular carcinoma
(Hep-G2 cell line)with IC50 values of 20.24e40.47 mg/ml. The least
activity was observed for colon carcinoma (HCT-116 cell line) which
gave IC50 values from 28.1 to 65.47 mg/ml. The cytotoxic activity of
the aryl imidazole ligand and its compounds against hepatocellular
carcinoma (Hep-G2 cell line), breast carcinoma (MCF-7 cell line)

and colon carcinoma (HCT-116 cell line) follows the order: MCF7>Hep-G2>HCT-116. Regarding selectivity, the prepared aryl
imidazole compounds have a positive impact against all cancer cell
lines, and in all cases, the impact was higher than that of their
subsequent aryl imidazole ligand. This outcome indicated that the
chelation of aryl imidazole ligand with Cr(III), Fe(III) and Cu(II)
metal ions was critical for the activity of these novel compounds
considering the Tweedy's chelation theory [28e31,63,64]. The nature of the metal ions and the type of ligand has an impact on the
cytotoxicity of the compounds. The cytotoxic potency may be
explained in that the positive charge of the metal increases the
acidity of coordinated pro-ligands that gives protons, causing more
potent hydrogen bonds that enhance the biological activity [65,66].
The order of the IC50 for the MCF-7, HepG-2 and HCT-116 can be
arranged as follows: Cu(II) < Cr(III) <Fe(III) < HL. Moreover, it has
been found that complex CuL showed the most powerful anticancer effect with an IC50 value of 10.5 mg/ml against breast carcinoma (MCF-7 cell line), which was signiﬁcant and comparable to
that of the reference drug vinblastine IC50 value of 5.71 mg/ml
Table S13. These observations reﬂect the effect of the studied
compounds on changing the morphology of the cancer cell lines,
and this behavior may be correlated to the high DNA binding afﬁnity, this agrees well with the results of CT-DNA binding and the
Kb
values
of
the
different
coordination
compounds
(CuL ¼ 5.16  105, CrL ¼ 4.80  105 and FeL ¼ 1.21  105).
4. Conclusion
Three new Cr(III), Fe(III) and Cu(II) coordination compounds
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Fig. 6. The IC50 values of the aryl imidazole ligand HL, its coordination compounds
and. vinblastine drug against HCT-116, Hep-G2 and MCF-7 cell lines.

have been synthesized and characterized via physicochemical,
spectral analysis and DFT-calculations. The results showed that the
ligand HL behaves as N, O - bidentate ligand and forms coordination
compounds with Cr(III), Fe(III) and Cu(II) ions in a 1:1 M ratio. The
studied coordination compounds are paramagnetic nature and
have effective magnetic moment values. The Cr(III), Fe(III) and
Cu(II) coordination compounds have a distorted-octahedral geometry as concluded from electronic and magnetic results and
conﬁrmed by the theoretical studies. The anti-pathogenic bioassay
showed that the synthesized compounds are good antimicrobial
medicines against the studied microorganisms as compared to used
standard drugs. Moreover, the interactions of the titled coordination compounds with CT-DNA have been effectively estimated by
electronic absorption, viscosity measurements, and gel electrophoresis methods. The DNA binding studies indicated that the interactions of the coordination compound with CT-DNA are
intercalative modes. Furthermore, the growth inhibition effect of
the prepared compounds was screened against HCT-116, HepG-2,
and MCF-7 cell lines. Among these coordination compounds, CuL is
more potent than CrL and FeL coordination compound. The biological results of our work would be useful in improving therapeutic drugs.
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